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Return on Investment for church interiors is more important than ever with the many options available, outlandish 

fees, and so many strategists trying to get a piece of the action by charging for their knowledge without 

guaranteeing results. You wouldn’t let just anyone handle your financial investments – you research, get 

references, and review past performance. Why let just any firm assist with your church’s renovations and 

improvements? 

Have you thought about the ROI your church gets when making facility improvements? 

Bahret Church Interiors encourages you to do your research, get references, and let 

past performance speak for itself. Best of all, we guarantee our craftsmanship and 

services!   

Some returns are tangible and obvious like the new carpeting or the new paint. 

However, often the ROI is not as tangible, yet is even more substantial. A new steeple, 

for example, can often be the firm, steadfast visual that others in the community see 

as strength and as an invitation to get involved. While offering an architecturally 

beautiful contribution, a new steeple can also be a very sustainable and 

environmentally friendly addition to your place of worship. 

Which is more appealing? Dilapidated, splintered, decrepit pews that could be a serious liability, or new pews or 

newly re-upholstered pews that brighten up the sanctuary and offer a warm invitation to come, sit comfortably 

and receive the message? Craftsmen can restore or re-upholster your existing pews and save you money.  

By offering assistance in the pre-planning stages and with the capital campaigns, the clients’ goals and the pathway 

to achieving them is clear and well understood. As everyone knows, there are many people and committees 

involved in the planning and decision making stages of any church project. The firm you hire should remain in 

constant communication with clients, thus eliminating confusion and ensuring a smooth project. 

The bottom line on your ROI is whether it will it bring more lives to Christ.  Will it get your 

congregation reignited and excited to do more? Will it make your church more inviting to 

outsiders? Will its updated appearance generate excitement and have a positive ripple 

effect throughout the community? If you are truly passionate about transforming lives, 

perhaps it’s time to transform your place of worship.  Now that is an invaluable ROI! 

Tailoring each job to the client’s needs and budget, Bahret’s unique approach offers many 
design, planning and consultation services at no cost, thus saving thousands of dollars! (Most competitors charge 
for these services.)  Having the finest church interior designers, engineers and craftsmen has propelled Bahret 
Church Interiors to being one of the nation’s leading church interior design and development companies. 
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